
TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. #  Trail Name  Pasture Run  Trail 

Type:  

Wide Condition  Good 

  

Route: Chickatawbut Road 4052 & 4053 – 4030 Headquarters Path  

Recent Weather: Overcast, 40’s, 1” rain yesterday 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Trailhead is located on the north side of Chickatawbut Road, .12 miles 

east of the Chickatawbut Outlook. There are two paths that leave 

Chickatawbut Road and access the main trail. For the purpose of this 

survey, mileage noted reflects the trailhead leaving from the 

westernmost path Marker 4052 at 4 large boulders. The easternmost 

path (261 feet east) Marker 4053, has 2 large boulders and a granite 

marker labeled Great Dome Trail. The Great Dome Trail (FBH) leaves 

this path immediately on the right. 

 Treadway descends at road width. 

 Unnamed path enters on right at 180 feet. This is the spur path back to 

Chickatawbut Road noted above.  

 Treadway continues to descend. 

 Sassaman Path leaves on the right at .15 miles. Pasture Run continues 

left. 

 Twin culverts, 12” clay with rock/earthen construction surround, under 

the treadway in a streambed at .32 miles. Flowing well.  

 Minor runoff in treadway at .41 miles through Headquarters Path 

intersection. 

 Pasture Run enters Headquarters Path Marker 4030 at .41 miles. Water 

from side ditch along HQ Path crosses Pasture Run but ditch is filled in 

and allows water to flow onto HQ Path. Need to address  (1) 

 

MINOR&MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

1. Need to clean out and improve ditch that runs along HQ Path to keep 

water from flowing onto HQ Path. Use stones to build berm along HQ 

Path and clean out side ditch along HQ Path to improve water flow. 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

 Chickatawbut Road to Sassaman Path  -  .15 miles.  

 Chickatawbut Road to Headquarters Path Marker 4030  -  .41 miles. 

 

Report prepared by: Bob Flagg Assessment date: 3/16/16 

 


